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commentary on Varāhamihiraʼs Bṛhatsaṃhitā, chapter 76, and to
Gaṅgādharaʼs Gandhasāra which gives synonyms and classifies sub-
stances into leaf, flower, fruit, bark, wood, root, resin and of animal
origin. The first ingredient, used for one part only, is nakha- “claw,
fingernail”. It is of animal origin and glossed as “hide/skin of a conch
shell” by Bhaṭṭotpala – actually the operculum, the lid of a marine
snail, used as a fixative which causes the smell of the other in-
gredients, when burnt, to linger in the air. It is nowadays easily ac-
cessible in South India and Sri Lanka. The second ingredient, used for
two parts, is aloe wood, the Indian aromatic wood for burning par
excellence, whose name aguru- is the origin of the Hindi name for the
incense stick, agar′battī. Actually, it comes from a fungus infecting a
tree, which causes this to produce a dark-brown aromatic resin that
permeates parts of thewood. Due to its expensiveness, it is today often
replaced by chips of sandalwood or even charcoal. Already the Ar-
thaśāstra advises to keep it in the treasury for its capacity of retaining
its aroma. The third ingredient, used for three parts, is śilhaka-, an a-
romatic resin whose synonym turuṣkala- shows that its origin is in the
West. This is confirmed by another name, yavana-, given in the
Gandhasāra, but it was not possible to identify this resin with cer-
tainty; it could be a variety of frankincense/olibanum or even myrrh.
The fourth ingredient is not announced in the paper by a heading,
contrary to the others. It is vālaka-, used for four parts, with the sy-
nonym (Bhaṭṭotpala) hrībera-, i. e. Pavonia odorata Willd. The fifth
ingredient, used for five parts, is kunduru-, translated as “olibanum”
in Monier-Williamsʼ dictionary; but it seems to be different from
frankincense, and is probably an olibanum of Indian origin, Boswellia
serrata, called salai in Hindi.10 The sixth ingredient, used for six parts,
is śaileya-, which could be bitumen, a benzoin resin or a lichen, but it
is impossible to identify it in that case. The seventh ingredient, used
for seven parts, is candana-, i. e. sandalwood. The eighth ingredient,
used for eight parts, is śyāma-, associated by Bhaṭṭotpala with
priyaṅgu-, i. e. Setaria italica or Aglaia roxburghiana. Since it has
fragrant flowers, it is most probably priyaṅgu-, which is placed by the
Gandhasāra in its flower section. Finally, it may be noted thatMcHugh
tried to reproduce this recipe for the World Sanskrit Conference; for-
tunately, though its aroma was rather rich and musky, burning it on
charcoal did not have the effect its name, likemany other such incense
names of erotic inspiration, suggests.

To conclude this review, I must add that the book is espe-
cially well presented in a sturdy volume, full of valuable
information and references. It ends with a useful presen-
tation (pp. 229–235) of the contributors, their education,
career, recent achievements and email addresses.
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The Paippalādasaṃhitā (PS), a sacred Indian text trans-
mitted by the Paippalāda school of the Atharvaveda (AV),
is generally considered to be the second oldest Vedic text
(ca. 1000 B.C.) after the Ṛgveda (RV, ca. 1200 B.C.). While
the RV consists primarily of hymns employed for the public
or solemn rites, such as the Soma sacrifices, the main
content of the AV is characterised by spells used in the
private sphere or domestic magic, such as prayers for long
life and health or imprecations against demons and ene-
mies. Thus, the AV presents us with valuable material for
understanding everyday life in ancient India.

Its study hasmostly been undertaken based on the text
of another school, the Śaunakasaṃhitā (ŚS, vulgate), the
manuscripts (mss.) of which have been revised since the
middle of the nineteenth century. On the other hand, a
single PS manuscript (ms.) acquired in 1856 in Kashmir
was very difficult to comprehend due to the number of
severe corruptions, despite the fact that this ms. is said to
contain a greater number of unknown verses (one-eighth
or one-ninth of approximately 8,000 stanzas). Circum-
stances changed with the discovery of better mss. in Orissa
in 1959. Durgamohan Bhattacharyya, who discovered the
mss., was engaged in the editorial work (1964, 1970), while
Dipak Bhattacharya, succeeding his father, has more re-
cently published up to the sixteenth kāṇḍa (book) of a total
of twenty kāṇḍas (1997, 2008). European scholars of Vedic
studies have also sustained an interest in the research of
these mss. since their discovery: Karl Hoffmann discussed
the editorial method used for the PS mss., while Michael
Witzel outlined the transmission history of the PS. Arlo
Griffiths collected the PS mss. between 1998 and 2001, and
has provided detailed descriptions about them. Encoura-
ged by these accomplishments, a ‘re-editionʼ of this text
has been achieved: books 2 and 5 of the PS were edited and
published by Thomas Zehnder (1999) and Alexander Lu-
botsky (2002) respectively. Griffiths, whose edition is re-
viewed here, edited books 6 and 7 (2009), while the edition
of books 13 and 14 was published by Carlos Lopez in 2010.
(Since submitting this review a few years ago, Philipp Ku-

10 The term kunduru- is a cognate of Arabic kundur, Armenian
kndrowk, Persian kundarak and even Greek khóndros. The Indian fran-
kincense was first described by the botanist William Roxburgh (1751–
1815) and named after his friend the physician James Boswell (1740–
1795), both from Edinburgh.
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bisch produced an edition of book 20.1-30 in 2012 und by
Jeong-Soo Kim, an edition of books 8 and 9 in 2014.)

Among these editions, Griffithsʼ is noteworthy on ac-
count of its voluminous introduction (about 70 pages) and
detailed commentaries (about 450 pages including the re-
vised text). In the lengthy introduction, many pages are
dedicated to fundamental issues concerning the con-
stitution and arrangement of this text. Griffiths presents us
with persuasive lines of investigation and provides new
research results on these issues. In his commentaries, he
highlights the process of his editorial decisions in detail,
while he presents all readings for each ms. in the critical
apparatus. Griffiths applies the results of his editorial work
on the PS to the understanding of the related instances of
other texts, in all probability with the intention of recog-
nising the appropriate position of the PS in the history of
Indian literature.

I will present an overview of some of the contributions
that Griffiths makes to the study of the PS which I believe
are useful to philological work in general. One of these is-
sues, which is particular to the editorial work on the PS,
concerns the transmission history of the mss. The Kash-
mirian (K.) ms. and Orissa (Or.) mss. represent two distinct
branches of the Paippalāda transmission. The numerous
corruptions found in the K. ms., as mentioned above, ren-
der editorial work unfavourable for reconstructing the
original text, or ‘Ur-PSʼ. However, this drawback has added
momentum to the study on the transmission history of this
Vedic text. Based on his study of the PS ms. and field work
carried out in Orissa, Witzel suggested that the first step
towards determining the original text should be the re-
construction of an archetype (*G) of the extant K. and Or.
mss., which is considered to have been written in a later
form of the Gupta script and have prevailed in western
India around 800–1000 A.D. Griffithsʼ new edition has
enlarged our knowledge of this archetype with the pre-
sentation of new materials (pp. XLV–XLVIII).

Among the new material collected by Griffiths, the
common errors found in the K. and Or. mss. highlight the
work involved in reconstructing the archetype *G. It would
certainly be reasonable to suppose that these common er-
rors are the result of an authentic feature in the archetype,
but there still remains the possibility that they relate to a
transmission error. The difficulties inherent in the editorial
decisions that are required in such a case were already
discussed by Lubotsky in his edition of book 5 (e.g., PS
5.7.12c: authentic reading °jinvata- instead of the original
°jinvita-, ta-participle from the root jinv- “impel”). Griffiths
appreciates the necessity for rigorous philological argu-
ments in favour of altering text that shows a uniform rea-
ding (pp. L–LI), and he thus attempts to reconstruct the

archetype *G, for example *snu- ~ stu- (PS 6.1.6a, an old
graphical error) and rireca *kṣarad ~ rireca kṣurad (PS
6.2.3bc, learned correction °cakṣu°).

Griffiths places emphasis on the phenomenon of
“perseveration” as a tool of editorial work. According to
him, perseveration is a “psychologically based phen-
omenon”. To give one of his examples in this context, PS
6.9.10a is transmitted in two ways: jahi śatrūn vi mṛdho
nudasva (Or.) and jahi śatrūn pran prati raṃdhayasva (K.).
Griffiths adopts the Or. reading, providing the translation
“Strike the enemies, force away the foes”, while he com-
ments that “[t]he erroneous reading in K is due to perse-
veration from PS 3.27.6a (jahi śatrūn prati randhayasva)”.
In this case, it may be surmised that the phrase jahi śatrūn
in the original text led the K. transmitter to make the error
of replacing the reading of PS 3.27.6a by perseveration. On
the other hand, there are some cases where all of the Or.
mss. show perseveration against correct readings of the K.
ms.; for example, the reading of the K. ms. vāyur indro (PS
7.6.6a), whose accuracy is supported by the parallel rea-
ding in ŚS 3.12.4a, is changed into the corrupt reading
vāyur agnirwithin the Or. transmission due to the sequence
being found frequently in the PS. Thus, Griffiths sums up,
“if it can be made plausible that only one of two at first
sight equally fitting readings may have been perseverated
from elsewhere in the text, this constitutes an important
point in favor of the other reading” (p. XLII).1

Griffiths adopts this approach in his treatment of the
common errors found in the K. and Or. transmissions. On
the revised text *ye ʼsmān abhyaghāyanti “who behave
maliciously toward us” (PS 6.11.8), he remarks that the
error yo found in all mss. is due to an old perseveration of
the parallel yó asmā́m̐ abhyaghāyáti (PS 14.9.4d). As Grif-
fiths observes, the error of yo instead of ye was previously
explained as a writing mistake by Witzel. He stresses the
importance of individual wording, whereas Witzelʼs ac-

1 Griffiths points out that the phenomenon of perseveration had al-
ready been recognised by scholars such asWhitney and Lanman, who
edited the ŚS. The term “perseveration” itself, whichWitzel used in an
“undefined but apparently broad” (p. XLI, note) sense, is employed
consciously by Griffiths as a valid tool. He remarks that Zehnder (the
editor of book 2) commented on this phenomenon using the term
“Texteinfluss”, while Bhattacharya (books 1–16) did not pay attention
to this fact (p. XLVII, note). In addition, Lubotsky considered the
phenomenon just in the name of “perseveration”, and positively used
this tool in his edition of book 5 (for example, PS 5.3.6b, 5.3.8b, 5.4.5a,
5.12.5d, 5.14.8b, 5.15.8b, 5.19.3b, 5.28.1a, 5.36.4b). On the other hand,
Lopez (books 13 and 14) seems not to recognise the efficacy of this tool
so well: for example, the K. ms. reads dvādaśāhena kalpate (PS
14.6.4a) due to the influence of PS 8.19.8b, instead of the correct rea-
ding dvādaśāhena saṃmitā which is transmitted in all Or. mss.
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count is based on the accumulated data of similar cases.
The final decision is therefore left to the comprehensive
judgement of the editor.

A study on the interrelationship of the mss. was lack-
ing in the edition of the ŚS and in Bhattacharyaʼs edition of
the PS. Griffiths, however, deals with this aspect in his
introduction (pp. XXVII–XXIX). With regard to the PSmss.,
referring specifically to the seven mss. of the sixth kāṇḍa
he remarks that the Or.mss. can be divided into two groups
– “central” (three mss.) and “northern” (four mss.) – ac-
cording to their provenance. This classification is based on
the order of the information provided regarding the stanza
count and hymn number, which is presented additionally
to each hymn (hymn colophon) in the mss. Griffiths con-
firms these groupings by presenting evidence of errors
which are shared in common within the mss. of each
group.

These observations, however, do not strengthen the
stemmatic reasoning. While demonstrating the validity of
the approach of focussing upon the errors in order to group
the mss., Griffiths also points out the limitations of stem-
matology. He considers the notion of “conflated transmis-
sion”, which signifies a kind of horizontal transmission in
which the written tradition is influenced by the oral
transmission. In this sense, we see that almost all trans-
mission branches are not closed; instead, we need to con-
sider the possibility that a transmission opens up to outer
influences. From this perspective, it is interesting that
Griffiths reports dvitīyapustake “in the secondmanuscript”
and anyatpustake “in the other manuscript” to be margi-
nalia in the K. ms. He therefore surmises the possibility of
the existence of the other codex or codices in the Kashmi-
rian branch (p. XXVI).

Griffithsʼ inquiry on the relationship of the mss. does
not aim to evaluate certain mss. His editorial work is not
based on a presupposed evaluation of a particular ms. or
group of mss., such as the overestimation of the Or. mss.
frequently found in Bhattacharyaʼs edition. Instead, he a-
dopts the position of weighing all ms. readings equally
before making an editorial decision in each individual
instance (p. XIX). Such an approach is applied in the edi-
torial work to the treatment of orthography and sandhi,
which to date was not done comprehensively by the other
scholars. Thus, Griffiths retains the reading supported by
all mss., jihvayoṣṭhāpidhānaya, for jihvauṣṭhā ̊ (PS 7.9.10b,
p. LIII). Each case is determined on the basis of the au-
thority of the mss. (PS 7.3.3d dabhan tvām for dabhaṃs
tvām, cf. PS 7.11.4cd ripūṃs tān, p. LXI), while for practical
purposes, Griffths writes -c ch- throughout, corresponding
to the sandhi of -t ś- (K. -ś ch-) and following the editorial
policy of Lubotsky (pp. LXII–LXIII).

Similar to the other books of the PS, the contents of
books 6 and 7 are varied: incantations asking for the pro-
tection or blessing of the gods and spells against witchcraft
or noxious creatures.2 The books of the PS are arranged
according to numerical principles, as seen in ŚS. Griffiths
clarifies that in “Grand Division I” (books 1–8), the hymns
are arranged according to the number of hymns and stan-
zas per hymn. Such a numerical principle is also found in
“Grand Division II” (books 9–15), where the norm is ten
stanzas per hymn. Differing from these books, “Grand Di-
vision III” (books 16–20) is ordered according to a mixture
of the thematic and number-based classifications (pp.
LXXII–LXXVI).3

Within each book, Griffiths observes the phrasal and
thematic concatenation between preceding and succee-
ding hymns. For example, PS 6,11–13 constitutes themati-
cally unified hymns, being incantations for a safe entrance
to the altar ground. PS 7.2 (against “worms” threatening a
child) has a concatenation with the preceding hymn
(countering witchcraft) not only in terms of its theme, but
also in its common wording (dyāvāpṛthivī “heaven and
earth”, jahi “kill!”, and dahāmi “I burn”). As Griffiths re-
marks, research on verbal linkages between preceding and
successive hymns has thus far been left neglected,
although Bloomfield and Whitney, the forerunners of AV
studies, did pay attention to this factor. This type of re-
search may shed light on the inner organisation of hymns
within each book.

Although this review covers only a part of Griffithsʼ
many contributions, it is beyond doubt that forthcoming
editions of the other books of the PS will need to take his
findings into consideration.

2 Griffiths provides new material for understanding the religious and
magical ideas of ancient India, for example the image of the goddess
Sinīvalī helpingwomen find aman (PS 6.6.7), the association between
the mythical act of digging up the earth with a hoe and the practical
act of digging up medical plants (PS 6.7), the image of the demons,
Sadānuvās, “chewing on gravel” (PS 6.8.5), rare material on the “wife
of Varuṇa” (PS 6.10.2), Indraʼs close connection with agriculture (PS
6,15), and the idea of “the day of the Asura” as a day of danger in
contrast to “the day of Indra” (PS 7.3.9).
3 Knowledge about the textʼs division assists in the editorial work.
According to Griffiths, each hymn of books 6 and 7 is expected to hold
nine and ten verses, respectively. Thus, we may conclude that hymns
containing more than this number are invalid, possibly due to inter-
polation or verse addition. Griffiths suggests that one verse was later
added to hymn PS 7.3, which contains eleven verses, thus exceeding
the ten verses expected in this hymn.
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